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WHO WE ARE

European Journal Osteopathy & Related Clinical Research (Eur J Ost Rel ClinRes), is a quarterly, online, multidisciplinary, peer 
review publication, that contains technical and scientific information related to Osteopathy and Clinical Health Sciences. This 
journal publishes original research papers, technical reports, clinical notes and clinical cases, review papers and critical and editorial 
commentaries as well as specialist literature. You can access the journal via the website www.europeanjournalosteopathy.com. This 
website is available in twenty different languages to make it accessible to an international readership. This journal is published quar-
terly- three issues per year- and its full contents are available to access immediately, at no cost, in Spanish and in English. European 
Journal Osteopathy & Clinical Related Research originated as a journal formerly known as Osteopatía Científica (Scientific Os-
teopathy), which is indexed in SCI- mago-SCOPUS, SciVerse-Sciencedirect, BVS (Biblioteca Virtual en Salud), Elsevier Journals 
and Latindex Índice SJR (SCImago Journal & Country Rank) 2010: 0.025. This journal is sponsored by several professional and 
scientific institutions. Its contents can be accessed free of charge by readers, authors, reviewers and librarians and it is the official 
publication of the following institutions: Scientific European Federation of Osteopaths – SEFO (Federación Europea Científi-
ca de Osteopatía) and the Madrid International Osteopathy School (Escuela Internacional de Osteopatía de Madrid – EOM). 
LOPD (Spanish Data Protection Law): In accordance with Law 15/1999, dated 13th December, we inform you that your perso-
nal data will be stored electronically at the Escuela de Osteopatía de Madrid. You may exercise your rights to access, rectification, 
cancellation or opposition in accordance with the terms established in the current legislation, directing your request in writing to: 
Escuela de Osteopatía de Madrid, C/ San Felix De Alcala,4. 28807 Alcala De Henares. Madrid (España).
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[ EDITORIAL ]
Ángel Oliva Pascual-Vaca (PT, DO, PhD), François Ricard (DO, PhD), Ginés Almazán Campos (PT, PhD, DO)

1  Editor European Journal Osteopathy & Related Clinical Research

This edition of the journal contains a series of different 
articles related to osteopathy.

To demonstrate the safety of osteopathic interventions, we 
are presenting our research on muscle energy techniques for 
the cervicothoracic junction in patients with hypertension. 
We also present an article from a pilot study on variations 
in lung volume in patients with asthma after applying the 
thrust technique to the thoracolumbar junction in rotation 

(seated). This edition also contains two reviews. The first 
is a systematic review of the effectiveness of the muscle 
energy technique on arterial hypertension. The second 
is a literature review on myofascial trigger points, from 
theory to practice.

We hope that you enjoy reading these articles and that 
they are useful for your clinical practice.

Corresponding author: angeloliva@us.es 
(Ángel Oliva Pascual-Vaca)
ISSN on line: 2173-9242
© 2016 – Eur J Ost Rel Clin Res - All rights reserved
www.europeanjournalosteopathy.com
info@europeanjournalosteopathy.com
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[ RANDOMISED CLINICAL TRIAL  ]
THE MUSCLE ENERGY TECHNIQUE, APPLIED TO 
THE C7-T1 SEGMEMT HAS NO EFFECT ON BLOOD 
PRESSURE IN PATIENTS WITH HYPERTENSION 
CLINICAL SAFETY ANALYSIS
Antonio Moro Pantoja¹ (PT, DO, PhD), Miguel Ángel Lérida Ortega2,3 (PT, DO, PhD),  
Manuel Saavedra Hernández2,4 (PT, DO, PhD), Cleofás Rodríguez Blanco2,5 (PT, DO,PhD)

1 Salux Clinic. Badajoz. Spain.
2 Professor, Escuela de Osteopatía de Madrid (Madrid School of Osteopathy). Madrid. 
Spain.
3 Professor, Departamento de Ciencias de la Salud (Health Sciences Department). 
Universidad de Jaén. Jaén. Spain.
4  Professor, Departamento de Enfermería, Fisioterapia y Medicina (Department of 

Nursing, Physiotherapy and Medicine). Universidad de Almería. Almería. Spain.
5 Professor, Departamento de Fisioterapia (Department of Physiotherapy). Universidad 
de Sevilla. Seville Spain.

Introduction: AHT (arterial hypertension) is a chronic 
disease, characterised by a continual rise in blood pressure. 
In recent years, in osteopathy, attempts have been made 
to analyse the causes of AHT, to find safe techniques for 
treating patients with AHT and to obtain positive results 
in changes to blood pressure after applying the different 
techniques.

Objectives: to analyse the effectiveness of the muscle energy 
technique (MET), applied to the C7 segment in patients 
with hypertension in terms of changes in blood pressure. To 
analyse whether the muscle energy technique applied to the 
C7 segment in patients with arterial hypertension is safe.

Materials and Methods: Randomized clinical trial (RCT), 
experimental, blinded and controlled. Sixty one (n=61) 
patients with hypertension were randomly distributed 
into two groups: an experimental group (n=31) and a 
control group (n=30). An  initial assessment (pre-inter-

vention) and a final assessment (post-intervention) were 
carried out, analysing changes in systolic blood pressure 
(SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) in patients with 
hypertension. The tests previously used were the Mitchell, 
Jackson and Klein tests. The intervention technique used 
for the study was the muscle energy technique, applied to 
the spinal segment C7-T1 for spinal somatic dysfunctions.

Results: No significant differences in variations in SBP or 
DBP were found between the subjects in the control group 
and the experimental group for any of the four variables, 
measuring improvements in blood pressure.

Conclusions: The muscle energy technique is a safe tech-
nique to apply to the C7-T1 vertebral segment in patients 
with hypertension.

 › Hypertension.
 › Heart rate.
 › Osteopathic medicine.

PALABRAS CLAVE

Corresponding author: cleofas@us.es
(Cleofás Rodríguez Blanco)
ISSN on line: 2173-9242
© 2016 – Eur J Ost Rel Clin Res - All rights reserved
www.europeanjournalosteopathy.com
info@europeanjournalosteopathy.com
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INTRODUCTION

Different authors have studied the benefits or the lack of 
contraindications of osteopathic techniques applied to 
different areas of the body and different pathologies and 
obtained positive results.

Boscá1 studied the absence of contraindications for a cervical 
manipulation with a thrust, applied to C7-T1 in patients 
with heart disease. He also found no contraindication for 
a global hemodynamic manoeuvre, applied to patients with 
essential arterial hypertension (AHT). In fact, heart rate 
(HR) dropped, which is a significant result for patients 
with hypertension who tend to have a high HR.

Having established the lack of contraindications, it would 
be interesting to read studies with positive results, where 
blood pressure (BP) and/ or HR decreased after applying 
osteopathic techniques to different areas of the body, such 
as the cervical spine. Irvin Korr6, has explained the benefits 
of manipulating cervical vertebrae, given that somatic dys-
functions in the vertebrae can cause central sensitization. 
According to this model, somatic dysfunctions are mainly 
caused by proprioceptors, primarily neuromuscular spindles 
(NMS). This is because they are sensitive to muscle stress 
and they are receptors, which do not adapt when being 
stimulated mechanically and which act specifically on the 
joints around the dysfunctioning spinal segment7, which 
can irritate the organ innervated remotely6.

This concept is supported by Mcknight and Boer8, who 
showed that manipulating the spine reduces blood pressure.

In 2010, Santiago Gómez Castro carried out a literature 
review and found that a common symptom among patients 
with primary AHT was increased sympathetic activity 
and a partial loss of joint stability, which can affect blood 
pressure and AHT. He observed the evident effectiveness 
of upper cervical spine manipulations in correcting this 
joint instability and restoring the balance of the autonomic 
nervous system and therefore its effectiveness in treating 
certain types of AHT3.

Manipulating a segment of the spine has also been shown 
to reduce both HR and systolic blood pressure in indi-
viduals presenting with stage 1 or 2 AHT, according to 
the Seventh Report of the Joint National Committee on 
Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High 
Blood Pressure ( JNC 7). Therefore, Chiropraxis (spinal 
manipulation) seems to play a significant role, at least in 

the short term, in managing essential AHT in patients 
presenting with stage 1 or 2 hypertension, given that there 
is no contraindication for patients with hypertension.

Rychlicilvá10 described the relationship between Coronary 
Heart Disease and musculoskeletal dysfunctions in T3-T4. 
Other authors have carried out studies, measuring changes 
in BP and HR after performing reflexotherapy on the feet. 
The patients' HR decreased, which could be attributed to 
increased relaxation, experienced as a result of applying the 
technique, but there were no changes in systemic blood pres-
sure11. Benito M.12  observed a decrease in SBP in patients 
with hypertension after applying pressure (6mm) onto the 
projection of the aortic valve for 90 seconds. There have also 
been studies showing that manipulation of the craniocervical 
junction is associated with an improvement in peripheral 
pathologies such as a temporomandibular dysfunction, due 
to the anatomic-nervous relationship. This study supports 
the use of craniocervical junction manipulation to improve 
mouth opening for patients with temporomandibular joint 
dysfunctions13. Caparosi4 demonstrated that homeostasis can 
be regulated by manipulating the craniocervical junction.

Having reviewed these scientific studies, it would be in-
teresting to apply the muscle energy technique (MET) to 
the C7-T1 segment in patients with hypertension to try 
to have a positive effect on AHT. This would be especia-
lly interesting as AHT is one of the most prevalent risk 
factors for cardiovascular disease in the world14-16 and is a 
serious public health issue17-19. Furthermore, it has a high 
cerebrovascular, cardiovascular and renal morbidity and 
mortality17. It is also closely related to diabetes mellitus 
(DM) with 80% of patients also presenting with AHT14,20.

OBJECTIVES

To determine whether it is safe to applying the MET to 
the C7-T1 segment in patients with AHT. To analyse 
whether the MET applied to the C7-T1 segment affects 
SBP and DBP the patients' left and right arms

49
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study Design

A longitudinal, randomised, experimental, controlled tri-
ple-blinded clinical trial with an intervention.

Three examiners participated in the study, allowing us to 
blind the assessor so that they would not know which group 
the patient they were testing belonged to. We carried out 
the Mitchell Test, the Klein Test and the Jackson Test on 
all of the patients and measured their SBP and DBP in 
the right and left arm pre and post-intervention.

The patients did not know whether they belonged to the 
experimental group or the control group. They were told 
that they were participating in a study, applying a technique 
to either the shoulders or the cervical spine to see how it 
affected the cardiovascular parameters being measured. But 
they were not told which technique was being applied to 
the experimental group and which technique was being 
applied to the control group.

The statistical data analyst was not told the objectives of 
the study.

Measuring Devices

Measuring blood pressure. Blood pressure is taken before 
and after the intervention using the OMRON ELITE 
PLUS Blood Pressure Monitor (Elite Plus, OMRON,  
Kyoto, Japan)10.

Sampling and Sample Size

We used non-probability sampling for the study, selecting 
a sample from patients who had been assessed for eligibi-
lity: who met the selection criteria and who consented to 
participating in the study.

We calculated the required sample size, using the Granmo 
software programme, version 7.12 (Granmo, IMIM Hospital 
del Mar, Barcelona, Spain) to compare two independent 
means from a previous pilot study, accepting an alpha risk 
of 5% (α=0.05) and a beta risk of 20%  (β=0.2) in a bilateral 
contrast. We concluded that we needed 27 subjects in the 
first group and 27 subjects in the second group in order 
to be able to detect a difference in heart rate between the 
groups equal to or higher than 9.5% (0.095).

The common standard deviation was 12% (0.12). Loss to 
follow-up was estimated to be 5% (0.05) and the statisti-
cal power (1- β) was estimated to be 80% (0.8). For that 
reason, we selected 61 patients in total, distributed into 
two groups of 30 and 31 patients respectively. There was 
no loss to follow-up.

Subjects

The study population was 61 patients (n=61). They were 
divided into two groups: An experimental group (n=31), who 
received the MET on C7, depending on the dysfunction 
each patient presented with. And a control group (n=30), 
who received a placebo technique.

Randomisation

The distribution of the patients into the two groups was 
randomised, using the software provided on the indepen-
dent website randomized.com24. To recruit patients, we 
selected two Physiotherapy Centres located in Badajoz 
and Albuquerque. All participating patients were required 
to meet the following selection criteria:

Inclusion Criteria

Patients over the age of 18 with hypertension and with 
a positive Mitchell's Test25,26, who have been diagnosed 
with AHT, in line with the criteria outlined in the Spanish 
Guideline for Hypertension (SGH)27 were included in 
the study. The SGH criteria states that the patient should 
have been diagnosed with AHT at least 6 months before 
inclusion in the study28,29 and should have been taking 
stable antihypertensive medication for at least the last three 
months. Finally, to be included in the study, subjects were 
required to sign an informed consent form.

Exclusion Criteria

Patients with severe hypertension (BP > 180/100mm hg) 
at the time of the examination30, patients who have suffered 
any pathology with contraindications for the muscle energy 
technique applied to the cervical or thoracic spine31, patients 
diagnosed with hypertension less than 6 months before the 
study27, patients with secondary AHT, a terminal illness30 and 
patients who have been taking hypertensive medication for 

50 The muscle energy technique, applied to the C7-T1 segment has no effect on blood pressure in patients with hypertension 
Moro A, Lérida MA, Saavedra M, Rodríguez C

less than three months30 were all excluded from the study.
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Assessed for selection  (n = 63)

Excluded  (n = 2)

Analysed  (n = 31)Analysed  (n = 30)

Allocated to the Control Group  (n = 30)
Allocated to the Experimental Group 

(n = 31)

Loss to follow-up  (n = 0)Loss to follow-up  (n = 0)

Randomised  (n = 61)

Figura 1. CONSORT Flow Diagram22,23  for reporting randomised studies.

Evaluation

Prior to the assessment and the intervention, another assessor 
collects the data in a file designed for the study and the 
patient signs an informed consent form, giving permission 
for their data to be used confidentially, in accordance with 
the Data Protection Law32.The assessor explains to the 
patient what the study will involve. Finally, the assessor 
measures and weighs the patients, who is wearing no shoes 
and light clothing.

In order to minimise bias, the assessors undergo a reliabi-
lity assessment before the study, which involves taking a 
sample population of 15-20 people. Three assessors then 
carried out the proposed tests (blood pressure, Mitchell's 
test) three times on each patient at different times33.

From Mitchell's test, we found moderate (0.4 > k < 0.6) 
and good (0.6 > k < 0.8) agreement between the assessors 
(inter-rater kappa coefficient; ‡ table 1), which supports the 
reliability of the diagnostic test, which corresponds with 
other studies that validate the test34. We also found good 
(0.6 > k < 0.8) and very good (k > 0.8) agreement between 
the results obtained from the repeated tests carried out 
by each assessor (inter-rater kappa coefficient; § table 1), 
which supports the reliability of the assessors, as confirmed 
by the Mitchell's mobility tests. Based on this, we selected 
the most reliable assessor for our study.

51
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ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR

A B C

K P-VALUE K P-VALUE K P-VALUE

A 0,793§ P<0,001* 0,612‡ 0,010* 0,579‡ 0,027*

B 0,612‡ 0,010* 0,802§ P<0,001* 0,586‡ 0,002*

C 0,579‡ 0,027* 0,586‡ 0,002* 0,837§ P<0,001*

Table 1. Reliability Analysis for Assessors A, B and C 
A: Assessor 1; B: Assessor 2; C: Assessor 3; k: kappa index; P-value: statistical significance; § inter-rater kappa;

‡ inter-rater kappa.

Tests carried out on both groups

Prior to the intervention, we carried the Mitchell Test35,36, 
followed by the Jackson Test37,38, the Klein Test31,37  and a 
blood pressure test. Blood pressure was taken before and 
after the intervention using the OMRON ELITE PLUS 
Blood Pressure Monitor (Elite Plus, OMRON,  Kyoto, 
Japan)21.

Intervention

The intervention received by the experimental group was 
the muscle energy technique, applied to C7-T125,31. The 
control group received a placebo technique. The examiner 
placed the patient in the supine position and sat at the 
patient's head. The examiner placed their hands lightly 
on the patient's shoulders for 30 seconds, producing no 
clinical effect.

Statistical Analysis

We carried out a descriptive analysis of the quantitative 
variables, calculating the mean, median, standard deviation 
and the 25th and 75th percentiles. We used the Kolmogo-
rov-Smirnov test to analyse whether or not the distribution 
of the variables was normal. We used the chi-squared and 
the student's T-test to check the homogeneity of variance 
in the groups and to establish whether there were any sig-
nificant differences between the variables. We then carried 
out intra-group inter-group comparisons, measuring systolic 
and diastolic blood pressure (pre and post-intervention) 
and finally a multivariate analysis to assess whether any 
changes in blood pressure were related to extrinsic or in-
trinsic factors. All tests were carried out using the statistics 
programme PASW Statistics 18 for Windows.

RESULTS

Descriptive statistics and normality tests

We used the normality test to check that all of the variables 
used in the study followed a normal distribution (table 2).

Intra-group analysis

We analysed four variables to assess whether or not the 
muscle energy technique applied to C7 would produce any 
changes in blood pressure. There were no differences in any 
of the four variables measured in the control group patients 
before and after the experimental manipulation (table 3).

When we analysed changes in blood pressure caused by 
applying the muscle energy technique to C7 in the patients 
in the experimental group, we observed a significant reduc-
tion in systolic blood pressure in the right arm after the 
experimental manipulation. We also observed a reduction 
in systolic blood pressure in the left arm, diastolic blood 
pressure in the left arm and diastolic blood pressure in 
the right arm but these variations were not statistically 
significant (table 4). 

Inter-group analysis

No significant differences in variations in SBP or DBP were 
found between the subjects in the control group and the 
experimental group for any of the four variables (table 5).

Multivariate analysis

We used the SBP results obtained from the field study 
carried out on the 31 patients who received the MET 
on C7 (experimental group) and completed a secondary 

52
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analysis, using IMPROVEMENTS IN SBP IN THE RI-
GHT ARM as the dependent variable, analysing whether 
changes in SBP in patients with arterial hypertension after 
receiving the muscle energy technique on C7 were linked 
to intrinsic factors (gender, age) and/ or extrinsic factors 
(BMI). We used the General Linear Model (GLM) to 
analyse whether any of the independent variables studied 

(gender, age, BMI) significantly influenced the reduction 
in SBP observed in the right arm. For this multivariate 
model, we used variation in systolic blood pressure in the 
right arm (IMPROVEMENTS IN SBP IN THE RIGHT 
ARM) as the dependent variable and we used gender, 
age and BMI as the independent variables (explanatory 
variables) (table 6).

VARIABLES

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS NORMALITY 
TEST

MEAN MEDIAN STANDARD
DEVIATION

PERCENTILE 
25

PERCENTILE 
75 Z P-VALUE

AGE 64,61 64,00 10,30 56,50 71,00 0,532 0,940

WEIGHT 78,99 77,50 16,84 68,60 89,25 0,645 0,800

HEIGHT 159,79 159,00 9,30 152,50 167,00 0,722 0,675

PRE_SBP_L_ARM 140,89 143,00 19,11 127,50 152,00 0,630 0,823

POST_SBP_L_ARM 141,15 141,00 19,85 126,00 155,00 0,311 1,000

PRE_DBP_L_ARM 80,79 80,00 11,30 74,00 88,00 0,604 0,858

POST_DBP_L_ARM 81,13 81,00 12,68 72,00 89,50 0,488 0,971

PRE_SBP_R_ARM 143,15 143,00 19,07 129,00 157,00 0,495 0,967

POST_SBP_R_ARM 141,67 140,00 22,11 125,50 154,00 0,498 0,965

PRE_DBP_R_ARM 81,48 82,00 11,22 74,00 88,50 0,506 0,960

POST_DBP_R_ARM 80,41 79,00 11,73 71,50 88,00 0,591 0,876

Table 2. Descriptive statistics and Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test used for the quantitative variables of this study: Age (years), 
Weight (kg), Height (cm), PRE_SBP_L_ARM (pre-intervention systolic blood pressure in the left arm; mmHg), POST_SB-

P_L_ARM (post-intervention systolic blood pressure in the left arm; mmHg), PRE_DBP_L_ARM (pre-intervention diastolic blood 
pressure in the left arm; mmHg), POST_DBP_L_ARM (post-intervention diastolic blood pressure in the left arm; mmHg), PRE_SB-
P_R_ARM (pre-intervention systolic blood pressure in the right arm; mmHg), POST_SBP_R_ARM (post-intervention systolic blood 
pressure in the right arm; mmHg), PRE_DBP_R_ARM (pre-intervention diastolic blood pressure in the right arm; mmHg), POST_
DBP_R_ARM (post-intervention diastolic blood pressure in the right arm; mmHg). The sample size was 61 patients for all variables.
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VARIABLES

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS PAIRED T-TEST 
RESULTS

MEAN N STANDARD 
DEVIATION T P-VALUE

1
PRE_SBP_L_ARM 145,20 30 19,72

–1,174 0,250
POST_SBP_L_ARM 146,87 30 21,35

2
PRE_DBP_L_ARM 83,23 30 12,42

–0,948 0,351
POST_DBP_L_ARM 84,30 30 12,39

3
PRE_SBP_R_ARM 144,80 30 21,69

–0,218 0,829
POST_SBP_R_ARM 145,60 30 26,01

4
PRE_DBP_R_ARM 83,07 30 12,01

0,263 0,795
POST_DBP_R_ARM 82,57 30 13,58

Table 3. Descriptive statistics and student's T-test for paired data, analysing variation in the four variables studied in the patients 
in the control group. PRE_SBP_L_ARM (pre-intervention systolic blood pressure in the left arm; mmHg), POST_SBP_L_ARM 

(post-intervention systolic blood pressure in the left arm; mmHg), PRE_DBP_L_ARM (pre-intervention diastolic blood pressure in 
the left arm; mmHg), POST_DBP_L_ARM (post-intervention diastolic blood pressure in the left arm; mmHg), PRE_SBP_R_ARM 

(pre-intervention systolic blood pressure in the right arm; mmHg), POST_SBP_R_ARM (post-intervention systolic blood pressure 
in the right arm; mmHg), PRE_DBP_R_ARM (pre-intervention diastolic blood pressure in the right arm; mmHg), POST_DBP_R_

ARM (post-intervention diastolic blood pressure in the right arm; mmHg).

VARIABLES

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS PAIRED T-TEST 
RESULTS

MEAN N STANDARD 
DEVIATION T P-VALUE

1
PRE_SBP_L_ARM 136,71 31 17,84

0,625 0,537
POST_SBP_L_ARM 135,61 31 16,83

2
PRE_DBP_L_ARM 78,42 31 9,73

0,208 0,837
POST_DBP_L_ARM 78,06 31 12,39

3
PRE_SBP_R_ARM 141,55 31 16,34

2,339 0,026 *
POST_SBP_R_ARM 137,87 31 17,14

4
PRE_DBP_R_ARM 79,94 31 10,36

1,216 0,233
POST_DBP_R_ARM 78,32 31 9,37

Table 4. Descriptive statistics and student's T-test for paired data, analysing variation in the four variables studied in the patients in 
the experimental group. PRE_SBP_L_ARM (pre-intervention systolic blood pressure in the left arm; mmHg), POST_SBP_L_ARM 
(post-intervention systolic blood pressure in the left arm; mmHg), PRE_DBP_L_ARM (pre-intervention diastolic blood pressure in 
the left arm; mmHg), POST_DBP_L_ARM (post-intervention diastolic blood pressure in the left arm; mmHg), PRE_SBP_R_ARM 

(pre-intervention systolic blood pressure in the right arm; mmHg), POST_SBP_R_ARM (post-intervention systolic blood pressure in 

The muscle energy technique, applied to the C7-T1 segment has no effect on blood pressure in patients with hypertension 
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the right arm; mmHg), PRE_DBP_R_ARM (pre-intervention diastolic blood pressure in the right arm; mmHg), POST_DBP_R_ARM 
(post-intervention diastolic blood pressure in the right arm; mmHg). * Significance level < 0.05

VARIABLE GROUP

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS STUDENT'S T-TEST

N MEAN STANDARD 
DEVIATION T P–VALUE

IMPROVEMENT_SBP_
LEFT

Control 30 1,667 7,778
1,219 0,228

Experimental 31 –1,097 9,772

IMPROVEMENT_SBP_
RIGHT

Control 30 1,067 6,164
0,690 0,493

Experimental 31 –0,355 9,510

IMPROVEMENT_DBP_
LEFT

Control 30 0,800 20,106
1,134 0,261

Experimental 31 –3,677 8,754

IMPROVEMENT_DBP_
RIGHT

Control 30 –0,500 10,418
0,483 0,631

Experimental 31 –1,613 7,383

Table 5. Descriptive statistics and student's T-test for independent data in the four variables used to analyse improvements in blood 
pressure. IMPROVEMENT_SBP_LEFT (Improvement in systolic blood pressure in the left arm; mmHg), IMPROVEMENT_

DBP_LEFT (Improvement in diastolic blood pressure in the left arm; mmHg), IMPROVEMENT_SBP_RIGHT (Improvement in 
systolic blood pressure in the right arm; mmHg), IMPROVEMENT_DBP_RIGHT (Improvement in diastolic blood pressure in the 

right arm; mmHg).

In the multivariate analysis carried out, the values obtained 
for the variables age and BMI were close to the significance 
level (p = 0.092 and p = 0.068, respectively) (table 6). In a 
graph showing the relationship between IMPROVEMENT 
SBP RIGHT and age, we observed a positive relations-
hip between the variables, indicating that the greatest 
reduction in systolic blood pressure occurred in younger 
patients (figure 1). Similarly, we also observed a positive 
relationship between IMPROVEMENT SBP RIGHT 
and BMI in a scatter plot, showing a greater reduction in 
blood pressure, after applying the muscle energy technique 
to C7, in patients with a lower BMI (figure 2). However, 
there was no relationship between SBP measured in the 
right arm and the patient's gender (table 6).

DISCUSSION

The results obtained reveal that the MET is safe and 
non-aggressive and has few contraindications.

INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLE

TYPE III SUM 
OF SQUARES F P-VALUE

GENDER 162,646 2,766 0,108

AGE 179,407 3,051 0,092

BMI 212,961 3,621 0,068

Table 6. Factors explaining variation in the reduction of SBP 
in the right arm (IMPROVEMENT SBP RIGHT) (mm Hg) in 
patients in the experimental group (n = 31). Gender (male or 

female), age (years) and BMI were included in the multivariate 
model (GLM) as predictor variables.

An intra-group analysis of the results from the experimen-
tal group revealed that SBP in the right arm decreased 
significantly after applying the MET. SBP also decreased 
in the left arm and DBP decreased in both arms in the 
experimental group, but not significantly. Time was taken 
into account as a factor when obtaining the results- they
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were obtained after the intra-group data had been analysed. 
With a larger sample population, we could probably have 
achieved significant results from the inter-group analysis, 
which would be interesting to study in future projects.

Figure 1. Scatter plot showing the relationship between the 
variation in systolic blood pressure (BP) measured in the right 

arm (IMPROVEMENT SBP RIGHT) (mm Hg) and age (years) 
in patients in the experimental group (n = 31). The results are 

plotted as a regression line.

Figure 2. Scatter plot showing the relationship between the var-
iation in systolic blood pressure (BP) measured in the right arm 

(IMPROVEMENT SBP RIGHT) (mm Hg) and body mass index 
(BMI) in patients in the experimental group (n = 31). The results 

are plotted as a regression line.

There were no differences in any of the 4 SBP and DBP 
measurements taken before the manipulation between 
the patients in the control group and experimental group.

We have analysed the only variable that showed significant 
variation, using the GLM (IMPROVEMENT_SBP_R: 
SPB_R after the manipulation minus SBP_R before the 
manipulation). P is never lower than 0.05 (table 5). We 
concluded that applying the MET to C7 produced a 
variation, reducing SBP in all of the patients, regardless 
of their age, gender or BMI. The significance level (p) for 
BMI and age obtained using the GLM for IMPROVE-
MENT_SBP_R was close to significance (p = 0.068 and 
p = 0.092, respectively). When we plotted these results in 
a graph, we observed that although variation (reduction) in 
SBP was seen in all of the patients, this reduction is more 
pronounced in younger patients and patients with a lower 
BMI. These results support other studies in which obesity is 
observed as being a negative factor in patients with AHT0.

However, in the inter-group analysis, the difference in 
POST_SBP_L_ARM was significant (p = 0.026), the 
difference in POST_DBP_L_ARM was almost significant 
(p = 0.054) and there was a tendency towards significance 
in the differences in POST_SBP_R_ARM (p = 0.174) and 
POST_DBP_R_ARM (p = 0.160). In all of these, AHT 
was lower in the EG than in the CG.

This supports Luke Hamilton40  who has pointed out that 
there has been very little research done on the MET and 
he found no research relating the MET to AHT or HR 
studies. There are authors who have obtained significant 
results, testing other osteopathic techniques, such as "Alter-
native Rocking of Temporal Bones” attempting to establish 
and validate the most efficient protocol for this treatment 
in decreasing blood pressure (BP) and HR, studying its 
effect immediately and after one month. It was observed 
that the examiner's subjective assessment correlated with 
the objectively quantifiable data of time, obtained by em-
ploying this method. The most effective treatment protocol 
is to apply the technique once a week, with support on the 
occipitalis and mastoid process. It made no difference who 
administered the technique, nor how much force was used. 
The use of this technique reduced BP and HR immediately 
and over 4 weeks. This technique has been shown to be 
useful when used alongside pharmacological treatment for 
arterial hypertension41.

In this study, we are continuing the line of investigation 
begun by previous authors regarding arterial hypertension, 
such as the study done by Benito and Calvente in 200812. 
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They applied the pressure technique onto a projection of the 
aortic valve on the sternum in patients with hypertension, 
measuring their heart rate, finding significant changes in 
heart rate and SBP. On the other hand, Boscá1 studied 
the danger of manipulating C7 in heart disease patients, 
measuring BP, HR and  electrocardiographic mapping as 
indicators to assess the safety of the manoeuvre.

These parameters were measured in both study groups. He 
concluded that the technique did not produce any signi-
ficant changes in HR or BP. He completed a follow-up 
assessment on the patients and confirmed the safety of using 
the technique on heart disease patients, as it produced no 
abnormal effects in the parameters studied.

Limitations of the study

The main limitation of this study was not applying the 
technique to additional cervical vertebrae, to obtain positive 
results, reducing blood pressure, as well as not controlling the 
effects of the technique in the patients over time. Another 
limitation that arose was the difficulty of recruiting patients 
for the study to allow us to work with a larger sample size, 
which would have produced more statistically significant 
results. The reductions we observed in some of the variables 
would probably have been significant if the sample size used 
had been bigger. We also cannot know how long-lasting 
the effects would be from extended treatment over time, 
as the patients were not re-assessed after different lengths 
of time, which could be interesting for future studies.

CONCLUSIONS

We have been able to conclude that the MET can be 
applied safely to the C7-T1 vertebrae in patients with 
hypertension, as it does not have an adverse effect on their 
blood pressure. After applying the MET to the C7-T1 
vertebrae, we observed no significant changes in SBP or 
DBP in the right or left arm.
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Introduction: Asthma is one of the most common chronic 
diseases in the world; it affects 300 million people. The 
objective of treatment is to control the disease, reducing 
the number of exacerbations and improving the patient's 
quality of life. However, despite the known effectiveness of 
the medication, it does not control the disease in all patients 
and it can present risks and secondary effects.

Objectives: To determine whether the thrust technique in 
rotation applied bilaterally to the thoracolumbar junction 
in asthmatic subjects while seated produces variations in 
forced vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in 
the first second (FEV1), FEV1/FVC ratio and MiniAQLQ 
quality of life.

Materials and Methods: We carried out a controlled, 
randomised clinical trial on 24 asthmatic subjects (n=24). 
We analysed any variation in the following spirometric 
variables: FVC, FEV1, FEV1/FVC ratio and MiniAQLQ 
quality of life. These variables were measured against the 
pre-intervention values at three points in time: 1 minute 

post-intervention, 30 minutes post-intervention and 1 
week post-intervention.

Results: The results obtained show that the difference in 
FEV1/FVC ratio 1 minute post-intervention between the 
Experimental Group (EG) and the Control Group (CG) 
was statistically significant (p=0.023). However there were no 
statistically significant changes in any of the other variables 
from pre-intervention to 1 minute, 30 minutes or 1 week 
post-intervention. We did observe differences between the 
post-intervention results for both FVC and FEV1. They 
were higher in the EG than the CG and the difference 
increased as more time elapsed since the intervention.

Conclusions: There were statistically significant variations 
in FEV1/FVC ratio 1 minute post-intervention. There were 
no statistically significant variations in any of the other 
variables at any point in time post-intervention.
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 › Alternative medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

Asthma affects 300 million people in the world1-3. It is a 
chronic inflammatory disease of the airways, that increases 
bronchial hyperresponsiveness, wheezing, dyspnoea and 
coughing4, associated with variable airflow obstruction1,3,5. 
Spirometry is considered to be the best test for lung function 
as it is simple, accessible and reproducible6-8.

Research justification

The objective of administering medical treatment for as-
thma is to control the disease, reducing the number of 
exacerbations and improving the patient's quality of life9-11. 
Rescue medication (short-acting β2-adrenergic agonists) 
and control medication for the chronic inflammation (in-
haled glucocorticoids, long-acting β2-adrenergic agonists 
etc.)11,12 are used but they do not control the disease in all 
patients and they can present risks and secondary effects12.

Korr has shown that spinal manipulation causes impulses 
to fire in the afferent fibres of the muscular bundle and the 
small diameter afferents, silencing the facilitated gamma 
motor neurons, which reduces pain and increases joint 
mobility13-16. This normalisation of the somatic dysfunction 
interrupts the spinal facilitation responsible for the local 
sympathicotonia, the associated neurovascular dysfunction 
and the loss of physiological movement in the facet joints 
and joint capsules17.

Osteopathic techniques applied to the rib cage and the 
thoracic spine have been shown to increase vital capacity 
and mobility in the rib cage, improve the functioning of 
the diaphragm, maximise the efficiency of the respiratory 
cycle and to help to clear secretions18,19. Treatments used 
in some studies include techniques aimed at restoring 
muscle, bone and fascial physiological mobility in the rib 
cage, bearing in mind its relationship with the autonomic 
nervous system and the viscerosomatic and somatovisceral 
reflexes18,20-23. Another important factor is the treatment of 
the diaphragm, given its close relationship with the pleura 
and the lungs, via the endothoracic fascia24,25.

Because the crura of the diaphragm originate in the infe-
rior surface of T1224-26  and in the anterior and lateral 
surfaces of the intervertebral bodies and discs of the first 
3 or 4 lumbar vertebrae (right crus) and the first 2 or 3 
lumbar vertebrae (left crus)27-30, the thrust technique in 
rotation applied to the thoracolumbar junction while the 
patient is seated will improve joint mobility and reduce 
pain, leading to the functioning of the diaphragm and the 

ventilation mechanics being normalised, which produces 
changes in lung volume.

HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVES

Hypothesis

Applying the thrust technique in rotation to the thoraco-
lumbar junction to asthmatic subjects while seated produces 
statistically significant changes in the following spirometric 
parameters: Forced Vital Capacity (FVC), forced expiratory 
volume in the first second (FEV1), FEV1/FVC ratio and 
MiniAQLQ quality of life.

Objectives

The proposed objectives of this study are: to quantify the 
potential variations in FVC after applying the thrust techni-
que in rotation to the thoracolumbar junction to asthmatic 
subjects while seated; to assess the potential variations in 
FEV1 after applying the thrust technique in rotation to 
the thoracolumbar junction to asthmatic subjects while 
seated; to outline the potential variations in FEV1/ FVC 
ratio after applying the thrust technique in rotation to the 
thoracolumbar junction to asthmatic subjects while seated 
and to determine the potential variations in MiniAQLQ 
quality of life after applying the thrust technique in rota-
tion to the thoracolumbar junction to asthmatic subjects 
while seated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design

We carried out a controlled, randomised, double-blinded 
clinical trial (both the patient and the assessor wore a blin-
dfold ) in the Clínica Salud & Pilates (Pilates and Health 
Centre), located on Calle Maldonado in Madrid and in the 
Consulta de Osteopatía Nuaferda (Nuaferda Osteopathy 
Centre), located on Calle Estrasburgo de Nuevo Baztán 
in Madrid. We requested authorisation to carry out this 
study from the Comité Ético de Experimentación de la 
Universidad de Sevilla (Research Ethics Committee of the 
University of Seville) and we received approval.

Study Population

There were 24 subjects (n = 24), referred from the assessor's 
osteopathy clinic, diagnosed by their doctor with asthma. 
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16 of the subjects were female (66.7%) and 8 were male 
(33.3%) and the subjects were distributed into two groups: an 

Experimental Group (EG) and a Control Group (CG). See 
Figure 1 for more information about the sample population.
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Assessed for selection (n = 31)

Excluded (n = 7)
 – Did not meet the selection criteria (n = 5)
 – Chose not to participate (n = 2)
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Analysed (n = 12)
Excluded from the analysis (n = 0)

Analysed (n = 12)
Excluded from the analysis (n = 0)

Assigned to the Control Group(n = 12)
 – Received control intervention (n = 12)
 – Did not receive control intervention 
(n = 0)

Assigned to the Experimental Group 
(n = 12)
 – Received experimental intervention 
(n = 12)

 – Did not receive experimental inter-
vention (n = 0)

Loss to Follow-up (n = 0)
Interrupted the intervention (n= 0)

Loss to Follow-up (n= 0)
Interrupted the intervention (n= 0)

Randomised (n = 24)

GROUP

VARIABLES

SEX 
MALE 

FEMALE
AGE (YEARS) HEIGHT (CM) WEIGHT (KG) BMI (KG/M2)

EG (N = 12)
M: 33,3 % (n = 4)
F: 66,7 % (n  = 8) 32,83 (SD = 8,19) 165,58 (SD = 10) 73,43 (SD = 18,88) 27,06 (SD = 6,04)

CG (N = 12)
M: 33,3 % (n = 4)
F: 66,7 % (n = 8) 28,33 (SD = 7,3) 162,83 (SD = 7,29) 64,98 (SD = 11,87) 24,73 (SD = 4,2)

Figure 1. Flow diagram and descriptive statistics for the study sample.
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Experimental Group

The EG was formed of 12 subjects (n = 12), 8 of whom 
were female (66.7%) and 4 of whom were male (33.3%), 
with an average age of 32.83 years (SD = 8.19) (SD will 
herein refer to standard deviation, Stand. Dev.), an avera-
ge weight of 73.43kg (SD = 18.88), an average height of 
165.58cm (SD = 10) and an average Body Mass Index 
(BMI) of 27.06 (SD = 6,03).

41.7% were non-smokers, 25% smoked less than 5 cigarettes 
per day, 8.3% smoked between 5 and 10 cigarettes per day 
and the remaining 25% smoked more than 10 cigarettes 
per day. 41.7% had a low level of physical activity, while 
58.3% had a medium level of physical activity.

Control Group

The CG was formed of 12 subjects (n = 12), 8 of whom were 
female (66.7%) and 4 of whom were male (33.3%), with an 
average age of 28.33 years (SD = 7.30) an average weight 
of 64.98 kg (SD = 11.87), an average height of 162.83 cm 
(SD = 7.29) and an average BMI of 24.73 (SD = 4,19).

75% were non-smokers, while the remaining 25% smoked 
between 5 and 10 cigarettes per day. 50% had a low level 
of physical activity, 41.7% had a medium level of physical 
activity and 8.3% had a high level of physical activity.

Randomisation

The method of randomisation was to allocate the subjects 
with an even inclusion number to the EG and the subjects 
with an odd inclusion number to the CG.

Research Protocol

The subjects were informed about the type of study they 
were participating in and were given an informed consent 
form, which they were required to sign. The personal data 
required for the purposes of the study was treated with 
confidentiality, in accordance with the Spanish Data Pro-
tection Law 15/199931.

The participants were distributed into two study groups 
(EG or CG). Both groups underwent four spirometric tests: 
pre-intervention, 1 minute post-intervention, 30 minutes 
post-intervention and 1 week post-intervention, in order 
to determine how long any effects of the manipulation 
lasted on the patient's lung volume. The MiniAQLQ 
quality of life questionnaire (Annex 5) was used on two 

occasions: pre-intervention and 1 week post-intervention32. 
The International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) 
(Annex 6) was used to calculate the patients' level of physical 
activity. The thrust technique in rotation was applied to the 
thoracolumbar junction in the EG (seated), while the CG 
received a placebo manoeuvre. Measurements were taken 
in an air conditioned room, with a stable temperature of 
between 18 and 25ºC.

The spirometric variables analysed for this study were: 
FVC- Forced Vital Capacity- which is the amount of 
air that can be forcibly exhaled from the lungs after a 
maximum inhalation, in litres; FEV1- Forced Expiratory 
Volume- which is the volume of air exhaled in the first 
second of FVC, in litres and FEV1/FVC, ratio, which is 
the total percentage of FVC exhaled in the first second.

Selection Criteria

The subjects who participated in the study all met the 
following inclusion criteria: diagnosed with asthma 1 year 
ago or more33; aged between 20 and 49 years, inclusive34 
and signed an informed consent form.

The exclusion criteria included: the presence of COPD35-37, 
lung cancer27, emphysema37, pulmonary oedema37, heart 
failure37, pulmonary hypertension37, smooth and striated 
muscle disorders37, lung surgery and/ or procedures on the 
rib cage, the use of inhaled β2 agonists in the 24 hours pre-
ceding the study14, changes in asthma medication in the last 
6 weeks or during the study35, admission to hospital for an 
acute asthma attack and/ or the use of oral corticosteroids in 
the last month or during the study35, anxiety38, depression39, 
an infection of the airways in the last month35, osteopathic 
treatment in the last month, osteopathic treatment for asthma 
in the last 5 years40, and any potential contraindications to 
the manipulations used in this study: fractures and/ or dis-
locations, tumours, infections, inflammatory rheumatisms, 
congenital malformations or osteoporosis41.

Experimental Group Intervention

The EG received a high-velocity, low-amplitude technique 
applied to the thoracolumbar spine, known in osteopa-
thy as the "Thrust technique in rotation, applied to the 
thoracolumbar junction (seated) or the modified Fryette 
Technique for T12 dysfunction in ERS"39,40 was applied 
to the EG. The objective of applying this technique is the 
increase lung volume, restoring mobility to T12, where the 
crura of the diaphragm originate.
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Subject: Seated, with the hands in the same position as for  
the lift-off technique.

Assessor: One foot forwards, beside the patient.

Points of  Contact: The chest makes contact with the ex-
ternal part of the patient's arm, above the elbow, blocking 
the trunk. The anterior hand is placed on the posterior 
surface of the shoulder, rotating the subject's trunk. The 
patient's elbow is raised, allowing the patient to rest their 
forehead on their arm. The posterior hand is placed on the 
T12 facet joint, using the pisiform contact and the ulnar 
border of the hand (figure 2).

Technique: Ask the patient to rotate their trunk as much 
as possible towards you then passively rotate the patient's 
trunk further, bringing the patient's upper arm into contact 
with the chest. Regulate flexion-extension of the patient's 
spine, down to T12 and look for the tension in the rotation. 
Apply the thrust by increasing the rotation of the patient's 
trunk, rotating your own trunk and applying a slight lateral 
thrust to the vertebra.

Apply the technique on both sides. In half of the subjects, 
apply the technique to the dominant side first and then 
the non-dominant side. In the other half of the subjects, 
apply the technique in the non-dominant side first and 
then the dominant side.

Control Group Intervention

The same as the EG but do not reduce the slack or apply 
the thrust.

Evaluation and Variables

The spirometry tests were carried out by a qualified nurse 
with more than 5 years of experience, using a Spirobank 
USB41  (MIR, Rome, Italy) regularly calibrated, following 
the manufacturer's recommendations and the guidelines 
outlined by the American Thoracic Society (ATS), the 
European Respiratory Society (ERS) and the NIOSH 
Guide6,42,43.

The spirometric variables analysed for this study were: 
FVC, FEV1 and FEV1/FVC.

Figure 2. Thrust technique in rotation applied to the thoraco-
lumbar junction (seated). Own source.

Statistical Analysis

The software SPSS version 19.0 was used to carry out the 
statistical analysis. The student's T-test was used to compare 
the EG and CG pre-intervention results. The difference 
between the pre-intervention results and post-intervention 
results was calculated for both the EG and the CG. Once 
these variables had been calculated, we compared them 
using the Mann-Whitney U test. The analysis was carried 
out with a confidence interval of 95%. Results with a p-va-
lue < 0.05 were considered statistically significant, given 
that in biomedical research, a p-value < 0.05 is universally 
considered to be sufficient for statistical significance.

RESULTS

There were no significant differences between the EG and 
the CG in any of the variables measured at the beginning 
of the study (p > 0.05), except for tobacco consumption (p 
= 0.04), with a higher average in the EG.

The results obtained from the EG revealed an average dif-
ference in FVC of 0.02L (SD = 0.27) one minute post-in-
tervention, 0.12L (SD = 0.47) 30 minutes post-intervention 
and 0.2L (SD = 0.68) 1 week post-intervention, compared 
with the pre-intervention results. 
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We observed an average difference in FEV1  of -0.04L (SD 
= 0.23) 1 minute post-intervention, 0.06L (SD = 0.33) 30 
minutes post-intervention and 0.15L (SD = 0.67) 1 week 
post-intervention. Finally, we found an average difference in 
FEV1 / FVC ratio of -1.55% (SD = 2.7) 1 minute post-inter-
vention, -0.08% (SD = 3.65) 30 minutes post-intervention 
and -0.55% (SD = 5.9) 1 week post-intervention.

In the CG, we found an average difference in FVC of 
0.05L (SD = 0.12) one minute post-intervention, 0.09L 
(SD = 0.22) 30 minutes post-intervention and 0.03L 
(SD = 0.26) 1 week post-intervention, compared with 
the pre-intervention We observed an average difference in 
FEV1  of -0.06L (SD = 0.11) 1 minute post-intervention, 
0.01L (SD = 0.13) 30 minutes post-intervention and 
0.01L (SD = 0.17) 1 week post-intervention. We found 
an average difference in FEV1 / FVC ratio of 0.77 % (SD 
= 2.4) 1 minute post-intervention, 1.1% (SD = 2.56) 30 
minutes post-intervention and 0.3% (SD = 5.07) 1 week 
post-intervention.

In the EG, we did not observe any statistically signifi-
cant differences in FVC 1 minute post-intervention (p = 

0.225), 30 minutes post-intervention (p = 0.385) or 1 week 
post-intervention (p = 0.340), compared with the CG. 
There were also no statistically significant differences in 
FEV1 1 minute post-intervention (p = 0.184), 30 minutes 
post-intervention (p = 0.193) or 1 week post-intervention 
(p = 0.418), compared with the CG. However, the FEV1/
FVC ratio results revealed a statistically significant difference 
between the EG and the CG 1 minute post-intervention 
(p = 0.023), but not 30 minutes (p = 0.112) or 1 week 
post-intervention (p = 0.817).

There were no statistically significant differences between 
the EG and the CG, apart from in the FEV1/FVC ratio 1 
minute post-intervention (p = 0.023). Despite this, we did 
observe that the post-intervention measurements taken for 
both FVC and FEV1 were higher in the EG than the CG, 
and the difference increased as more time elapsed since the 
intervention (figure 3).

We also observed a strong correlation in both groups be-
tween the FEV1 and FVC variables (r > 0.85), as seen in 
Table 1, as there is a direct relationship between them. This 
correlation was statistically significant (p < 0.05).

EG CG

VARIABLES
PEARSON'S 

CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT

SIGNIFICANCE
PEARSON'S 

CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT

SIGNIFICANCE

FEV1/FVC PRE 0,924 0,001 0,942 0,001

FEV1/FVC 1 MIN 0,926 0,001 0,923 0,001

FEV1/FVC 30 MIN 0,917 0,001 0,942 0,001

FEV1/FVC 1 WEEK 0,955 0,001 0,864 0,001

Table 1. Pearson's Correlation Coefficient for FEV1/FVC.

We did not observe any statistically significant differences 
in the MiniAQLQ quality of life questionnaire pre and 
post-intervention, but the differences were greater in the 
EG than the CG, which reflects a slight positive trend in 
the EG.

DISCUSSION

Other authors have observed that the use of osteopathic 
techniques in subjects with asthma did produce changes in 
pulmonary function, but not statistically significant changes.

Nielsen et al. found no statistically significant changes 
in pulmonary function or the use of bronchodilators but 
they did observe an unspecified improvement of 36% in 
bronchial responsiveness and  a subjective decrease of 34% 
in the severity of the condition following spine manipu-
lations for specific dysfunctions, diagnosed by the clinic38. 
Bockenhauer et al. showed that there were no significant 
changes in spirometry or in symptoms, although they did 
observe an increase in upper and lower thoracic excursion 
following osteopathic treatment46.
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Gibbs demonstrated over a series of cases that osteopathic 
manipulation of the upper thoracic spine combined with 

medical treatment produces objective improvements in 
spirometry and subjective improvements in symptoms23.

Figure 3. Comparison of the two groups pre-intervention and a frequency polygon for FVC, FEV1 y FEV1/FVC.

The majority of these studies included subjective results such 
as improved quality of life, improved breathing post-treat-
ment, improved symptoms, a decrease in the sense of severity 
of the condition, a decrease in the use of bronchodilators 
and even reduced bronchial hyperresponsiveness.

Bronfort et al. concluded after 12 weeks of osteopathic 
treatment in children, that the subjects reported a substan-
tial improvement in quality of life and reported that their 
asthma was less severe although there were no significant 
changes in pulmonary function (FEV1, PEF and bronchial 
hyperresponsiveness)22. However, in the study carried out 
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by Guiney et al.18 on similar subjects, the results did reveal 
statistically significant changes between the experimental 
group and the control group.

Improvements in PEF were observed in non-smoking 
subjects after receiving osteopathic manual therapy on 
the diaphragm47 and the pulmonary compression techni-
que48, while there were improvements in FVC and FEV 
in subjects with no defined pathology, but with irregular 
pulmonary functioning who received an upper cervical 
spine manipulation49.

After completing the study, we found no significant changes 
in the spirometric variables FVC, FEV1 and FEV1/FVC 
at any of the points of assessment, except for in the FEV1/
FVC ratio 1 minute post-intervention. However we did 
observe that the differences were higher in the EG than 
the CG and the difference increased as more time elapsed 
since the intervention. In this study, we were analysing the 
potential effect of an isolated technique on lung function. 
Applying the technique was not part of an intervention 
protocol related to the pathology, which leads us to believe 
that the positive trend seen in the EG, compared to the 
CG could be greater if the technique were applied as part 
of a treatment protocol.

Limitations of the study

There are several possible limitations of this study, such as 
the sample size, which we would advise to be increased in 
future studies. We also recommend that in future studies, a 
higher number of interventions is carried out to strengthen 
our conclusions on the possible effect of the technique 
analysed. We also recommend that the technique be applied 
as part of a treatment protocol for this pathology in order 
to assess its practical application, which could improve 
the results obtained from this study. Furthermore, we did 
not take into account any specific osteopathic diagnoses 
for the segment of the spine that we manipulated, which 
could limit the potential positive effects of the technique.

CONCLUSIONS

The thrust manoeuvre in rotation applied to the thoraco-
lumbar junction (seated) produces statistically significant 
changes in FEV1/FVC ratio 1 minute post-intervention, 
but not in any of the other variables measured at any point 
in time after the intervention.However, the difference 
was higher in the EG than the CG, and the difference 
increased as more time elapsed since the intervention, 

which indicates a positive trend. There were no statistically 
significant changes in FVC, FEV1 or MiniAQLQ quality 
of life, the differences in these variables were also higher 
in the EG than the CG, and the differences increased as 
more time elapsed since the intervention, which indicates 
a positive trend.
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Introduction Arterial Hypertension (AHT) is a chronic 
disease, characterised by an increase in the normal levels 
of blood pressure. It has become more common in recent 
years across the world and is responsible for an increase in 
spending on health care.

Objectives: To determine whether or not there exists any 
evidence in the literature to support or refute the effecti-
veness and safety of applying different osteopathic tech-
niques to treat arterial hypertension. Secondly to analyse 
the indications of applying the muscle energy technique 
(MET) to treat this disease. And thirdly to assess whether 
or not there exists any evidence in the literature related 
to the seriousness of AHT, based on its epidemiology 
and the implications it has on the cost of health care. We 
will also use the JADAD scale to assess the quality of the 
randomized clinical trials we review.

Materials and Methods: We carried out a systemic review 
of the Pubmed, Scopus and Teseo databases, as well as a 
selection of articles in biomedical journals. We applied 
certain selection criteria (inclusion and exclusion), followed 
by eligibility criteria, assessing the articles based on title, 
abstract, key words and the complete text.

Results: 38 articles, that met the required criteria, were 
selected from the 227 that were included. We scored each 
of the articles using the JADAD scale for methodological 
quality and 50% of the articles had an acceptable score.

Conclusions: The relevance of AHT as a disease is evident 
to see, as are the possibilities that osteopathy offers for re-
ducing the healthcare costs that AHT brings and treating 
the disease using safe and effective procedures.

 › Hypertension.
 › Osteopathic manipulation.
 › Spinal manipulation.
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INTRODUCTION

Arterial Hypertension (AHT) is a truly relevant disease, 
as it is the most common chronic disease suffered around 
the world, affecting nearly 40% of all adults in developed 
countries1. It is also one of the main modifiable cardio-
vascular risk factors and presents a serious Public Health 
issue in Spain and the rest of the world2-5.

The incidence rate of this disease has increased around 
the world. In fact, it is estimated that the prevalence of 
AHT will be 29% by the year 2025. In absolute terms, 
this would mean that the number of patients with hyper-
tension would increase from 972 million in 2000 to 1.56 
billion in 2025 across the world, which is an increase of 
approximately 160%6.

In the scientific literature, there are several studies on 
the positive (or at least not counter-productive) effects of 
applying osteopathic techniques to the cervical vertebrae 
(C0-C7))7,8, on patients with hypertension. This is because 
of the relationship that exists between this segment of 
the spine, in which there are three sympathetic cervical 
ganglia, and the innervation of the heart8. Because of this 
relationship, we know that an osteopathic dysfunction 
in this area can have negative repercussions on the heart 
and that osteopathic normalisation of the cervical spine 
should be the objective in order to resolve the spinal cord 
facilitation9. This term, spinal cord facilitation, was coined 
by Korr10,11, who described it as being responsible for the 
hyperexcitability of the neurons in the autonomic nervous 
system and capable of altering a patient's visceral physiology.

These osteopathic treatments with remote physiological 
effects are featured in the literature. The studies carried out 
by Mansilla Ferragud are a good example of this, showing 
that manipulating C0-C1-C2 immediately increases the 
patient's range of active mouth opening7. Morán Benito 
showed that maintaining pressure on the aortic valve for 
90 seconds, in patients with hypertension, homogeneously 
reduces their systolic blood pressure12. However, what we 
wish to analyse is whether or not any evidence has been 
published on the effectiveness and safety of applying os-
teopathic treatment to patients with arterial hypertension.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this review were: to determine the rele-
vance of AHT as a disease, based on the healthcare costs 
it brings and the risk factor it presents for other diseases; 

to analyse its high prevalence in developed countries (epi-
demiology); to look for effective osteopathic studies on 
AHT with no contraindications; to determine whether 
there is any published evidence for the effectiveness of the 
muscle energy techniques (MET) in treating AHT and 
to analyse the quality of the RCTs used for this systemic 
review, using the JADAD scale.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We carried out a systematic literature review in order to 
establish a possible relationship between osteopathy and 
AHT. This review was carried out in 2012.

Research Strategy

This research was carried out using databases and biome-
dical journals. We searched for the terms hypertension, 
osteopathic medicine, muscle energy and thrust in both 
English and Spanish, across all of the articles selected for 
the study. The terms would be found if they appeared in 
the title, the key words or the abstract of the article.

We also searched the PUBMED, TESEO and SCOPUS 
(Sciencedirect) databases, for the terms cervical mani-
pulation, spine manipulation, osteopathic manipulative 
treatment, AHT and muscle energy technique either in 
isolation or combining them using the Boolean operators 
«AND», «OR» and «NOT».

Initial Search Results

We found a million articles across the three databases 
(Pubmed, Teseo and Scopus) by searching for the term 
AHT only so we had to use the Boolean operators to 
limit the results of the search. We found 69 articles in 
the Osteopatía Científica journal. Of these, we selected 3 
studies containing the term AHT, 16 articles containing 
the term osteopathy and 9 containing the term thrust. We 
found 1,023 articles in the Journal of Manipulative and 
Physiological Therapeutics ( JMPT). We selected 9 studies 
containing the term thrust, 12 containing the term osteo-
pathy and 3 containing the term muscle energy. We found 
583 articles in Manual Therapy. Of these, we used 5 studies 
containing the term thrust. We found 143 articles from the 
International Journal of Osteopathic Medicine (IJOM): 1 
containing the term hypertension, 46 containing the term 
osteopathy and 7 containing the term thrust. We found 
846 articles in Medicina Clínica. Of these, 52 contained 
the term hypertension.
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Selection Strategy

In the first selection phase, we applied inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria and in the second selection phase, we applied 
eligibility criteria. The articles selected in phase one (n = 
227) met the following inclusion criteria: studies publi-
shed in both Spanish and English, containing the terms 
osteopathy, manipulation, muscle energy, hypertension and/
or thrust. We excluded articles published in any language 
other than Spanish or English, articles on a topic other 
than those listed in the inclusion criteria, articles unrela-
ted to the objectives of this review, articles that included 
interventions carried out on animals and duplicates from 
another of the databases. In the second phase, we selected 
a total of (n = 173) articles that would be suitable for this 
study, excluding the remaining articles (n = 54). Finally, after 
reading the abstract and/or the entire text and analysing 
the content of each article, we selected 38 studies (n = 38). 
The rest (n = 135) were excluded on the grounds that they 
did not meet the objectives of our review (figure 1).

Assessing the scientific quality of the articles

The JADAD scale13 was used to assess the quality of the 
methodology used in each of the articles selected for this 
review, looking at features of the article related to bias, 
such as randomisation, blinding and clinical testing as 
the JADAD scale is known and has been credited for 
being simple, effective and easy to use. It is used to assess 
whether the methods of randomisation used in a study 
are appropriate, whether the study is double-blinded and 
whether the blinding is appropriate, as well as whether the 
study contains a description of the loss to follow-up. The 
way the JADAD scale is structured can be seen in table 1.

The maximum score for the JADAD scale is 5 points and 
the higher the score, the better the quality of the metho-
dology of the RCT analysed. (5/5 Excellent, 4/5 Good, 
3/5 Acceptable, 2/5 Poor).

RESULTS

We began with a sample of 173 studies (n = 173), after 
applying the selection criteria. We then applied the eligi-
bility criteria, excluding a further

79.19%, leaving us with a sample size of 38 studies (n = 38)- 
20.81%. These 38 studies were then classified by theme into 
three categories: The relevance of AHT as a disease, based 

on the healthcare costs it brings and its epidemiology; the 
effectiveness of the osteopathic approach to treating AHT 
and the effectiveness of applying the MET to treat AHT.

The relevance of AHT as a disease, based on the healthcare 
costs it brings and its epidemiology.
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Studies selected (n = 38)

Selection criteria:
 – Included (n = 173)
 – Excluded (n = 54)

Selection criteria:
 – Included (n = 38)
 – Excluded (n = 135)

Results found: Duplicates eliminated 
(n = 227)

Figure 1. Flow diagram of articles, in accordance with the 
PRISMA statement for systemic reviews and meta-analyses, 

related to health care. Source: Own source.
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QUESTION YES NO INCORRECT

Is the study described as randomised? 1 point 0 point

Is the method of generating a random allocation sequence 
described and is it correct? 1 point 0 point –1 point

Is the study described as being double-blinded? 1 point 0 point

Is the method of blinding described and is it correct? 1 point 0 point –1 point

Is the loss to follow-up described? 1 point 0 point

Table 1. JADAD scale scoring system.

AHT is one of the main risk factors for cardiovascular 
disease in any of its manifestations: cerebrovascular disease, 
coronary heart disease, heart failure, kidney failure and 
peripheral artery disease. Its prevalence among the adult 
Spanish population is 35%. This figure increases with age 
and reaches 68% in adults aged 60 or above. AHT is there-
fore a serious public health problem, especially in primary 
care where the majority of these patients are diagnosed and 
treated. These are the findings of authors such as Castiñeira 
and Banegas3,14, Martín-Baranera15, Manuel Anguita16 and 
José L.Llisterri17. And beyond Spain, Benítez Camps18  has 
stated that AHT is one of the most prevalent risk factors for 
cardiovascular disease in the world. Banegas and Castiñeira 
cite that in Spain, 35-40% of the population suffers with 
AHT, its high morbimortality rate and its relationship with 
diabetes mellitus- 80% of the population with diabetes 
mellitus also has AHT. Banegas affirms that in Spain as 
of 1990, the percentage of patients with hypertension aged 
between 36 and 65 years ranges from 27% (when the criteria 
for AHT were systolic blood pressure [SBP] ≥ 160mmHg 
and diastolic blood pressure [DBP] ≥ 95mmHg) to 45% 
(when the AHT figures were 140/90 mmHg). He agrees 
that AHT is a serious public health problem in Spain as it 
contributes to half of all deaths caused by cerebrovascular 
disease in the country and to a significant percentage of 
all the deaths caused by coronary diseases, heart failure, 
kidney failure etc.

The healthcare costs of AHT in 1994 were 1.2 billion EUR3. 
In another study, Banegas's results revealed that 42% of 
deaths caused by coronary disease, 46.4% of deaths caused 
by cerebrovascular disease and 25.5% of the total number 
of deaths were related to AHT (> = 140/90 mmHg), and 
patients mostly relapsed in stages 1 and 2. Following those, 
8.3% of deaths caused by coronary disease, 10.2% of deaths 
caused by cerebrovascular disease and 6.2% of the total 
number of deaths were related to normal-high and normal 

blood pressure. There were 17,266 deaths in total and 4,502 
deaths per year caused by cardiovascular diseases related to 
AHT and three quarters occurred in men. Of these, 65.5% 
were caused by coronary diseases and 34.5% were caused by 
cerebrovascular diseases. Coronary diseases dominated in 
both sexes. Eight out of ten of the total number of deaths 
and the deaths caused by cardiovascular disease related to 
blood pressure occurred in patients who relapsed in AHT 
and two out of ten relapsed in normal-high or normal blood 
pressure. Banegas therefore concludes that one in three of 
the total number of deaths and one in two of deaths caused 
by cardiovascular diseases were related to blood pressure 
(BP). A quarter of all deaths and one in every 2.5 deaths 
caused by cardiovascular disease were related to AHT and a 
large proportion of those occurred in patients who relapsed 
in stages 1 and 2 and in normal-high and normal blood 
pressure19. Banegas and Jovell20  looked beyond Spain and 
found that in the rest of the developed world, AHT affects 
40% of adults, and is one of the main causes of death and 
disability in the world, due to the cardiovascular, renal and 
neurological complications it can cause. They also cite the 
epidemiology of AHT in Spain, and their findings were 
ratified by Wolf-Maierk and Llisterri17,21. They describe 
the increased prevalence of AHT, which continues to grow 
around the world, becoming a global pandemic. Some ex-
perts have predicted that in 2025, the prevalence of AHT 
will have increased by 24% in developed countries and up 
to 80% in developing countries6.

Gorostidi and Marín22  have studied the relationship between 
AHT and chronic kidney disease and concluded that contro-
lling BP and levels of proteinuria can slow the development 
of the disease. Sicras-Mainar23  also studied the increased 
healthcare costs of patients with hypertension, mostly in 
the area of pharmacy. The total cost increases with age and 
overall morbidity. AHT should be considered alongside 
other cardiovascular risk factors. Costs incurred as a result 
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of patients' inability to work were low. In accordance with 
the Sociedades Españolas de Cardiología (Spanish Societies 
of Cardiology), the European Society of Cardiology and 
Hypertension, the 2003 WHO/ ISH and the British and 
Canadian guidelines, Coca recommends reducing BP, as it is 
directly associated with cardiovascular risk factors. Coca also 
recommends controlling AHT using non-pharmacological 
methods such as giving up smoking, losing weight, doing 
physical exercise and reducing salt intake. Only 30.1% of 
the patients studies employed these methods. Similarly, 
Grilo24 states that AHT is a serious public health problem 
that affects 10 million people in Spain and that the etiology 
of AHT is essential in 90-95% of cases while there is also 
a hereditary factor. There are other hereditary vascular 
risk factors associated with essential hypertension as well, 
such as metabolic syndrome. The risk of suffering a stroke 
or developing a coronaropathy is tripled in patients with 
metabolic syndrome and deaths caused by cardiovascular 
disease are 12% more common than in patients without 
metabolic syndrome.

Lozano25 shares the data he has gathered indicating that 
strokes are a cardiovascular risk factor for hypertension and 
one of the main causes of death in Spain. Cosín Aguilar26  

found that excess weight increases the cardiovascular risk 
factor in patients with hypertension by around 20% and 
increases the association between hypertension and diabetes 
and congestive heart failure. Stiefel27 arrived at the same 
conclusion, observing a higher incidence of glucidic ano-
malies in association with AHT and therefore emphasising 
the importance of carrying out an oral glucose tolerance 
test (OGTT) to stop vascular deterioration in patients with 
AHT and type 2 MD diabetes mellitus and to slow down 
diabetes mellitus in patients with oral glucose intolerance.

Fernández Villaverde28 states that left ventricular hypertro-
phy is a compensatory response to increased BP or volume 
overload and is the first stage in the development of a clinical 
disease such as heart failure, coronaropathy, arrhythmia or 
a stroke. The effects of left ventricular hypertrophy have 
been widely studied, both in the general population and 
in patients with cardiopathies and is the most common 
cardiac anomaly to occur with AHT. Patients with hyper-
trophy present with a higher cardiovascular risk factor and 
higher mortality rates, particularly caused by ventricular 
arrhythmia or sudden death.

The effectiveness of the osteopathic approach to treating 
AHT

In terms of the effectiveness of the osteopathic approach 
to treating AHT, Stiefel27  states that blind, controlled 
studies are needed to assess whether osteopathy alone or 
osteopathy with conventional pharmacological treatment 
helps to improve AHT. In response to Stiefel, many au-
thors have carried out studies to demonstrate the effecti-
veness of osteopathic treatment for AHT and the remote 
effects that spine manipulation can have29,30 Cerritelli30 
for example studied patients affected by cardiovascular 
disease who had received osteopathic treatment and found 
that the treatment they received was strongly associated 
with the improvements in intima–media thickness and 
systolic blood pressure observed after one year. Santiago 
Alexander29, in his literature review, describes studies that 
show how upper cervical spine manipulations can affect 
the mechanisms that regulate the responses of the system 
controlling blood pressure. He identified a lack of joint 
stability in the cervical spine and the resulting sympathetic 
hyperactivity as a common sign in patients with AHT that 
can affect BP and AHT. Other studies, such as the one 
carried out by Pilar Mansilla7 reaffirm these findings after 
observing a significant improvement in mouth opening 
after manipulating joint instability in the craniocervical 
junction. I. Korr's10 concept of spinal cord facilitation is 
once again demonstrated.

An article published in the Journal of Human Hypertension 
in 2007, describes a double-blinded, controlled study with 
a placebo carried out on a sample of 50 patients with mo-
derate or grade 1 AHT, where systolic and diastolic blood 
pressure were reduced (–17mmHg and –12mmHg respec-
tively) and remained at that level for 8 weeks31. Similarly, 
Yates et al carried out a study in which they manipulated 
21 patients and found that both systolic and diastolic BP 
dropped significantly in the treatment group, while there 
were no significant changes in the placebo group32. The same 
reduction was observed by Mcknight et al after applying a 
manipulative treatment to the cervical spine in 75 subjects 
with normotension33. In her study, Morán Benito12  showed 
that applying 6mm pressure onto the projection of the aortic 
valve for 90 seconds produced a homogeneous reduction 
in the following parameters: systolic BP, diastolic BP and 
HR. Boscá8 concluded that there are no contraindications 
for manipulating the craniocervical junction in patients 
with cardiopathies.

The effectiveness of the osteopathic muscle energy technique in treating arterial hypertension  
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The effectiveness of the MET in treating AHT

Burns DK34  stated that the MET improved range of motion 
in the cervical spine in asymptomatic patients. Wilson35 

showed that the MET with supervised motor control and 
resistance exercises is more effective than neuromuscular 
rehabilitation and resistance training for improving func-
tioning for patients with acute low back pain. Smith36 

concluded in her study that altering the duration of the 
passive stretch component does not have a significant impact 
on the efficacy of MET for short-term increases in muscle 
extensibility. Selkow reaffirms Smith's results, saying that 
the studies that have been carried out on the effectiveness 
of the MET in the long term are limited but the MET 
does reduce lumbopelvic pain 24 hours after application, 
measured using a visual analogue scale37.

Ballantyne38 defends the effectiveness of the MET compared 
to ballistic stretching, explaining that increased flexibility 
was a result of an increased tolerance to stretch and is not 
caused by visco-elastic changes. She also affirms that there 
is limited research validating the use of the MET, despite 
how widely it is used in the world of osteopathy. In the 
light of Ballantyne's conclusions and the conclusions of 
previous authors, Gary Fryer and Luke Hamilton agree on 
the controversies taking place at the time when the muscle 
energy technique was developed, the lack of research vali-
dating its use and the importance of continuing to research 
the technique39,40. Gabriela M. Hunt41 after comparing the 
effectiveness of the MET and the thrust technique applied 
to the piriformis muscle, found that the former is more 
effective at increasing extensibility and reducing pain.

DISCUSSION

Of the randomised clinical trials (RCTs) studied, 50% 
scored less than 3 on the JADAD scale, indicating a weak 
methodology. Although they were randomised, we cannot 
verify their findings as they do not describe the method 
used to generate and safeguard their randomised sequences. 
They also fail to describe specific aspects of the methodology 
used, such the methods of blinding or loss to follow-up. 
However, the other 50% scored 3 on the JADAD scale 
(acceptable). Some described the generation of the ran-
domised sequence used, others described the method of 
blinding in detail but none described the loss to follow-up.

The importance of controlling AHT is evident, given its 
growing epidemiology in developed countries, as well as the 
rise in spending on controlling and treating the disease3,6.

It is alarming that the prevalence of AHT in people aged 
60 and above is 69% as it is one of the main cardiovascular 
risk factors, contributing to the origins of diseases such as 
heart failure, ischemic cardiomyopathy, kidney failure etc. 
This produces worryingly high levels of morbimortality, to 
the extent that AHT is responsible for half of all deaths 
caused by cardiovascular disease in the Spanish population. 
It is considered to be a global pandemic as it is one of the 
main causes of death and disability due to the cardiovascular, 
renal and neurological complications it causes. And worse 
still, it has been predicted that the prevalence of AHT will 
continue to grow throughout the world, increasing by 24% 
in developed countries and up to 80% in developing coun-
tries by 20251,4,6. Therefore further osteopathic studies are 
recommended to demonstrate the safety and effectiveness 
of AHT treatments.

Cerritelli's30 study analysing patients with cardiovascu-
lar disease who received osteopathic treatment is worth 
mentioning. He carried out a follow-up with the patients 
after one year. It is very difficult to carry out a long-term 
study like this, with loss to follow-up being the reason why 
many RCTs are unsuccessful. Cerritelli's results reveal a 
significant association between osteopathic treatment and 
improvements in AHT. Studies like this are rare in the 
world of osteopathy. Other authors like Bakris31  have also 
demonstrated the effectiveness and safety of certain osteo-
pathic techniques, reducing both systolic BP and diastolic

BP in patients with moderate AHT. Using a different 
osteopathic technique, Benito12 achieved similar results 
to Bakris31  reducing BP in her patients but also reducing 
HR. However, neither Bakris nor Benito's12,31 studies were 
as long term as Cerriteli's30.

It is clear that we need to continue to pursue the osteopathic 
approach to treating AHT to help to reduce morbimortality 
rates in Spain and the rest of the world, to reduce healthcare 
costs and to support other healthcare professionals seeking 
to control the disease.

We did not find any studies that demonstrated a positive 
relationship between the MET and AHT. It would be 
worth studying the relationship further as the technique is 
safe and could be used to treat patients when there are con-
traindications to spine manipulation (thrust techniques)42.

Studies are being carried out, analysing the results of 
using different osteopathic techniques to treat AHT. We 
would recommend studying the effects of applying seve-
ral of these techniques at the same time to see if treating 
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multiple segments of the spine simultaneously produces 
further positive results. However, it is worth pointing out 
that osteopathy has been growing as a science in recent 
years, thanks to the large number of studies that have been 
carried out, demonstrating the safety and effectiveness of 
using osteopathic techniques to treat serious conditions 
such as AHT, which have a growing epidemiology, bring 
higher healthcare costs and have a severe effect on mor-
bimortality rates.

Limitations of the study

The articles we have analysed have all been in Spanish or 
English. We have not analysed articles in other languages 
such as French, Italian, German, Chinese, Russian etc. 
Furthermore we did not search for articles in all of the 
databases, just in some of them.

CONCLUSSIONS

The majority of publications on arterial hypertension 
mention the healthcare costs it can bring and the fact 
that it is one of the main cardiovascular risk factors. It is 
very prevalent in Spanish society, where around 35% of 
the population has hypertension, a figure which rises to 
68% in the population aged 60 and above. Globally, the 
epidemiology statistics suggest that AHT is pandemic. 
50% of the RCTs studied were of an acceptable quality 
(3), using the JADAD scale.

Different osteopathic techniques can have a positive effect 
on systolic and diastolic BP, HR and the mobility of various 
joints and segments of the spine. MET has a positive effect 
on muscle extensibility and has been shown to reduce pain 
and normalise spine dysfunctions but there is a great deal of 
controversy surrounding the development of the technique 
and its use has not been widely validated.
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Introduction: Travell defines the myofascial trigger point 
(MTrP) as a hyperirritable spot in skeletal muscle that is 
associated with a hypersensitive palpable nodule in a taut 
band. The spot is painful on compression and can give rise 
to characteristic referred pain, referred tenderness, motor 
dysfunction and autonomic phenomena.

Objective: To assess the role that MTrPs can play in os-
teopathy as potential sources of pain, to describe their 
clinical characteristics in order to correctly diagnose them 
and to underline the importance of treating them within 
an osteopathic treatment protocol.

Materials and Methods: We carried out a literary review, 
followed by a discussion of the topic.

Results: MTrPs, despite having a high prevalence, are 
often forgotten or poorly treated due to the fact that the 
early training given to medical professionals rarely includes 

sufficient information to identify and treat  MTrPs. There 
is good inter-rater concordance in detecting the presence 
or absence of either latent or active MTrPs. This makes 
diagnosis more reliable. The literature shows that the relia-
bility of the identification of the clinical characteristics of 
MTrPs depends on the specific characteristic and muscle 
being studied. Clinical experience is essential for obtaining 
good results.

Conclusions: As MTrPs are potential sources of pain and 
noxious afferents, osteopaths should be able to correctly 
diagnose and deactivate them as soon as possible to avoid 
the central sensitisation of the nervous system. It is essential 
that osteopaths are trained to correctly identify MTrPs. A 
taut band (TB) and local sensitivity are the most reliable 
clinical signs for diagnosing MTrPs. The biggest obstacle 
preventing reliable diagnosis of MTrPs is the general lack 
of consensus surrounding the best diagnosis criteria to use.

 › Trigger points.
 › Diagnosis.
 › Referred pain.
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INTRODUCTION

Travell defines the myofascial trigger point (MTrP) as a 
hyperirritable spot in skeletal muscle that is associated with 
a hypersensitive palpable nodule in a taut band. The spot is 
painful on compression and can give rise to characteristic 
referred pain, referred tenderness, motor dysfunction and 
autonomic phenomena1. MTrPs are incredibly common2. 
In a study on the prevalence of MTrPs, it was found that 
all subjects with unilateral, chronic, non-traumatic pain 
in the shoulder presented with multiple MTrPs in the 
shoulder muscles.

MTrPs, despite having a high prevalence, are often forgot-
ten or poorly treated due to the fact that the early training 
given to medical professionals rarely includes sufficient 
information to identify and treat them2.

OBJECTIVES OF THE REVIEW

To assess the role that MTrPs can play in osteopathy as 
potential sources of pain, to describe their clinical charac-
teristics in order to correctly diagnose them and to study 
the treatment of MTrPs within an osteopathic treatment 
protocol.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Research Strategy

A literature search was carried out between July 2013 and 
January 2015. The following terms were used for the search: 
trigger point (MeSH 2012), diagnosis (MeSH 1966), re-
liability (word anywhere in text). The following databases 
were consulted: Medline, PubMed and Cochrane, as well 
as the Google search engine. A manual search was also 
carried out in the full text articles, to identify additional 
relevant studies. Any texts containing information that was 
deemed relevant were included.

Selection criteria

The inclusion criteria for the literature review consis-
ted of articles that contained the following terms: 
Trigger Points, Diagnosis (included in MeSH), written 
in Spanish, English or Portuguese. Any articles that that 
were not related to either the topic or the objectives  of 
this review were excluded as well as any not carried out 
on human beings.

RESULTS

Etiology

There have been several proposals as to the histopathological 
mechanisms involved in the development of MTrPs and 
their pain patterns, but the scientific evidence is insufficient. 
Many researchers agree that acute trauma or repeat micro-
traumas could lead to the development of MTrPs. Lack 
of exercise, prolonged poor posture, vitamin deficiencies, 
irregular sleep patterns and joint problems combined can 
lead to the development of a microtrauma4.

The electromyographical study carried out by Hubbard 
revealed the existence of spontaneous electrical activity 
in MTrPs, while the non-sensitive muscle tissue (with no 
MTrPs) in the same muscle was electrically silent. The au-
thor realised that MTrPs are produced by intrafusal fibres 
contracted by sympathetic activation5. These interesting 
discoveries led Travell and Simons to point to dysfunc-
tional motor end plates as being the underlying cause of 
MTrPs. The terms "motor end plates" and neuromuscular 
junction" are interchangable, although the former descri-
bes the structure, and the latter reflects the function. Both 
terms refer to the point where α-motor neurons contact 
their target muscle fibres6. Acute or chronic muscle strain 
triggers the excessive release of acetylcholine, which creates 
a local energy crisis, which appears to explain the clinical 
characteristics of MTrPs2.

Diagnosis

Distinction between active and latent MTrPs

MTrPs are divided into active MTrPs (AMTrPs) and 
latent MTrPs (LMTrPs). Active TrPs produce a clinical 
complaint (usually pain) that the patient recognises when 
the TrP is digitally compressed1,7 Compression should be 
maintained for 10-15 seconds, until you are able to identify 
whether there is any referred pain8. Although latent TrPs 
can produce the other effects characteristic of a TrP such 
as increased muscle tension and muscle shortening, they do 
not produce spontaneous pain, as in the case of AMTrPs. 
Both AMTrPs and LMTrPs can cause significant motor 
dysfunction1.

Patients with active myofascial TrPs usually complain of 
poorly localised, regional, aching pain in subcutaneous 
tissues, including muscles and joints. They rarely complain 
of sharp, clearly-localised cutaneous-type pain. Application 
of digital pressure on a MTrP can elicit a referred pain pa-
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ttern characteristic of that muscle. However, if the patient 
"recognises" the elicited sensation as a familiar experience, 
this establishes the TrP as being active and is one of the 
most important diagnostic criteria available when the 
palpable findings are also present. The myofascial pain is 
often referred to a distance from the TrP in a pattern that 
is characteristic for each muscle. Sometimes, the patient 
is aware of numbness or paresthesia rather than pain1,7.

Shah et al found significantly higher concentrations of 
hydrogen ions [H+] (indicative of a more acidic pH level), 
bradykinin, neuropeptides (Substance P and calcitonin 
gene-related peptides), cytosine (tumour necrosis factor-α, 
interleukin-1β) and neurotransmitters (serotonin or 5-HT 
and norepinephrine in active MTrPs than latent MTrPs, 
which appears to justify the elevated hyperalgesia obser-
ved in active MTrPs9. In another study, the same author 
verified that subjects with active MTrPs in the upper tra-
pezius muscle also presented with higher levels of these 
biochemical substances in a remote, unaffected muscle, 
which suggests that these conditions are not limited to 
local areas of active MTrPs10.

As muscle stress decreases, TrPs can decrease in number and 
can diminish in activity. On the other hand, as the level of  
stress or activity increases, taut bands increase in num-
ber and “irritability,” and become tender to palpation, or 
spontaneously painful with activity. A very active TrP will 
be painful at rest. Thus, the boundary between latent and  
active TrPs is actually very fluid and dynamic, and TrPs will 
increase and decrease the amount of pain they produce, 
depending on the demands placed on the muscle and its 
ability to meet those demands. The identification of all 
of the active MTrPs is mandatory, because if only one of 
them is overlooked the persistence of a certain amount of 
pain is inevitable. It is therefore necessary to locate MTrPs 
not only in the primarily affected muscles, but also in their 
synergists and antagonists (secondary MTrPs). Guidance 
as to where to look for these MTrPs may be obtained from 
carefully noting the distribution of pain and by observing 
which movements are restricted as a result of it8.

Clinical characteristics of MTrPs

Sensory aspects may include local tenderness, referral of pain 
to a distant site, and peripheral and central sensitization. 
Peripheral sensitization can be described as a reduction in 
threshold and an increase in responsiveness of the peripheral 
ends of nociceptors, while central sensitization is an increase 
in the excitability of neurons within the central nervous 

system. Signs of peripheral and central sensitization are 
allodynia (pain due to a stimulus that does not normally 
provoke pain) and hyperalgesia (an increased response to 
a stimulus that is normally painful). Both active and latent 
MTrPs are painful on compression12. Analysing the local 
sensitivity and referred pain of a myofascial TrP produced 
increased inter-rater agreement, as these were the most 
reliable clinical signs for the diagnosis process for MTrPs7. 
An experienced physiotherapist can reliably identify MTrP 
locations using a palpation protocol that includes use of 
the pads of the fingers to locate local pain13,14.  As well as 
being the simplest way to identifying MTrPs, clinically 
speaking, muscle palpation is also the most commonly 
used method. You can use flat palpation, pincer palpation 
or both, depending on the muscle you are examining. The 
best technique to use for the sternocleidomastoid and la-
tissimus dorsi muscles is pincer palpation with the thumb 
and index finger. However, the infraspinatus and extensor 
digitorum muscles can only be examined using flat palpation. 
The trapezius muscle can easily be examined using either 
technique. The amount of pressure applied by the examiner 
should vary for each muscle and each different subject1,7. 
You have to be very firm (a pressure of approximately 4kg), 
otherwise the characteristic reactions of an active or latent 
MTrP such as a jump sign (withdrawal response) and pain 
(reported by the patient) will not occur. One of the most 
common reasons  for MTrPs being overlooked is that 
palpation has been carried out too gently8. As of today, no 
study has managed to report the reliability of diagnosing 
MTrPs in symptomatic patients in accordance with the latest 
proposed criteria. Particularly prejudicial to MTrP theory,  
is the lack of any data on the reliability of pinpointing the 
exact location of active MTrPs16 

By gently rubbing across the direction of the muscle fibres 
in a superficial muscle, the examiner can feel a nodule at 
the MTrP and a rope-like induration that extends from 
this nodule to the attachment of the taut muscle fibres at 
each end of the muscle, no doubt very similar to myalgic 
cords in osteopathy, corresponding to myotome disorders. 
The increased tension of the palpable taut band is the re-
sult of regional shortening of the sarcomeres of numerous 
involved muscle fibres in the taut band2.  Identifying the 
taut band led to good inter-rater agreement, as it is very 
high in muscles such as the trapezius, sternocleidomastoid 
and extensor digitorum7. Chen verified that taut bands 
are detectable and quantifiable with MRE imaging. The 
findings in the subjects suggest that the stiffness of the 
taut bands in patients with myofascial pain may be 50% 
greater than that of the surrounding muscle tissue17. When 
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an MTrP is stimulated mechanically, either through needle  
penetration or snapping palpation, the taut band will 
contract, producing a local twitch response. Mechanical 
stimulation of an MTrP can also trigger referred pain, 
which occurs at a distance from the point of stimulation. 
The area in which the pain is felt can be local, in the same 
muscle or adjacent to it or remote (referred pain). Palpation 
of the MTrP reproduces or increases the spontaneous pain 
of an active MTrP. Range of motion is reduced because 
of the taut band and the pain. Muscle weakness occurs, 
but no atrophy and autonomic phenomena can occur 
with stimulation of the MTrP in certain muscles, such 
as the sternocleidomastoid muscle1,7. Identification of a 
local twitch response can be visual or tactile; it is barely 
palpable by the examiner. Both forms of identification are 
valid, although of all the clinical characteristics of MTrPs, 
local twitch response is the least reliable in the majority of 
muscles. In muscles such as the sternocleidomastoid and 
infraspinatus, local twitch response is very unreliable7. A 
local twitch response is accompanied by a local chemical 
alteration. This can be seen when a needle is inserted into 
the MTrP, after a local twitch response, and the concen-
tration of substance P calcitonin gene-related peptides 
is reduced9. These findings support the reduction of pain 
and sensitivity observed clinically when the MTrPs were 
released, after penetration. Changes in analyte levels after 
a local twitch response might result from increasing local 
blood flow to the MTrP region, leading to a ‘‘wash out’’ of 
the pain and inflammatory mediators10.

Muscles with MTrPs present with a limited passive range of 
motion (stretching) because of the pain as well as reduced 
force / resistance. Although muscle weakness is a common 
characteristic of a muscle with an active MTrP, the level of 
weakness varies from one muscle and subject to another1. 
Limited range of motion in a muscle while stretching and 
increased palpable muscle tension (reduced distensibility) 
are most accentuated in the most active MTrPs7,18. Trying 
to passively stretch the muscle beyond this limit will trigger 
severe pain as the muscle fibres involved will be tense, even 
while resting1.

Diagnostic criteria

A lack of consensus surrounding the most appropriate 
diagnosis criteria to use to examine MTrPs has greatly 
impeded the development of a general assessment protocol 
for MTrPs and prevents us from being able to compare 
studies on the effectiveness of treating them1,8.

Simons and Travell established the following essential 
criteria for diagnosing MTrPs: the presence of a palpable 
taut band (if the muscle is accessible), the presence of a 
hypersensitive nodule in the muscle, the patient recognising 
the pain when the sensitive nodule is palpated (which iden-
tifies an active MTrP) and pain and limited range of motion 
of the muscle when stretched. A local twitch response or 
pain in the distribution expected from a trigger point in 
the muscle in question when compressed are considered 
to be confirmatory observations1.

Treatment

Clinicians have recognized for more than a century that 
effective treatment of painful, tense, tender muscles inclu-
des stretching the involved muscle fibres, either locally in 
the region of tenderness (massage) or by lengthening the 
muscle as a whole. Frequently MTrPs were the cause of 
the symptoms and were what was being treated2. For the 
successful management of myofascial trigger point (MTrP) 
pain it is essential to first identify all of the MTrPs from 
which the pain is emanating, and to deactivate them by one 
or other of several methods currently employed. Following 
this, measures should be adopted as necessary to prevent 
reactivation of the MTrPs. In addition, treatment should 
be started as early as possible, before  pain-perpetuating 
changes take place, in particular spinal cord  neuroplasticity 
(central sensitisation)8. Any treatment that reduces the 
sarcomere shortening in the region of the MTrP reduces 
the energy consumption, which in turn reduces the release 
of sensitizing substances. The degree to which the released 
sensitizing substances get to actually sensitize nociceptors 
depends strongly on the closeness of the nociceptors to an 
affected motor end plate and that depends on variations 
in local anatomical structure. Generally the end plate and 
nociceptors are near each other, but not always. This is why 
MTrPs are primarily a motor dysfunction disease and only 
secondarily a pain phenomenon. The pain results secon-
darily from the end plate motor dysfunction. This helps 
to explain why there is only a general correlation between 
the motor expression of a MTrP (the taut band) and its 
degree of painfulness and why latent MTrPs are so much 
more common than active ones2.

More than twenty years ago, Travell and Simons described 
the technique "ischemic compression", used to treat MTrPs, 
applying firm pressure to the MTrP with the thumb1. In 
the 1999 edition of their work, Travell and Simons recom-
mend applying gentle digital pressure on the MTrPs as firm 
pressure could create additional ischaemia, which could be 
harmful. This new myofascial trigger point pressure release 
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technique seeks to restore the shortened sarcomere to its 
normal length in the contracted nodule. Other techniques 
associated with osteopathy such as the muscle energy 
technique, counterstrain and fascial release are also men-
tioned1. Other methods of deactivating MTrPs found in 
the literature include: ischemic compression, trigger point 
pressure release19, transverse friction massage20, a lidocaine 
1% injection21 and superficial or deep dry needling22,23. 
After MTrP inactivation, muscle stretching exercises are 
instructed as appropriate. This therapy is accompanied with 
a gradual increase in daily activities3.

The osteopath must take all necessary measures should to 
prevent reactivation of the MTrPs, by correcting posture 
disorders and imbalanced leg length. It is also essential to 
underline the importance of teaching post-deactivation 
muscle stretching exercises. The patient should be taught 
to identify the activities that increase the pain in order to 
avoid those activities22,24.

DISCUSSION  AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of this review was to show the 
importance of MTrPs in osteopathy as potential sources 
of pain, to describe their clinical characteristics in order 
to correctly diagnose them and to underline the impor-
tance of treating them within an osteopathic treatment 
protocol. Palpation continues to be the simplest method 
of diagnosing MTrPs and so increased training for osteo-
paths is recommended. Palpation allows the osteopath to 
assess local sensitivity and referred pain from an MTrP, 
as well as to identify the taut band and clinical signs with 
increased inter-rater agreement as these signs are deemed 
reliable for the diagnosis process. The taut band and local 
sensitivity are the most reliable clinical signs for MTrPs 
and constitute the minimum criteria for diagnosis. A latent 
MTrP should have a sensitive point and a taut band, and 
is differentiated from active MTrPs by the apparition of 
pain. The presence of a  local twitch response or referred 
pain increases the reliability of a diagnosis of MTrPs and 
so are useful as confirmatory signs of MTrPs7.

Palpation is still the main tool used to identify MTrPs and 
so osteopathic training is essential for a correct diagnosis.

As MTrPs are potential sources of pain and noxious affe-
rents, osteopaths should be able to correctly diagnose and 
deactivate them as soon as possible to avoid the central 
sensitisation of the nervous system. A lack of consensus 
surrounding the most appropriate diagnosis criteria to use 

to examine MTrPs has greatly impeded the development 
of a general assessment protocol for MTrPs and prevents 
us from being able to compare studies on the effectiveness 
of treating them.
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